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SPECIAL RECOMMENDATION TO THE INTELLIGENCE SERVICE
ENLIST EAGLE OWLS TO REPLACE DRONES
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Open sources indicate that throughout history, birds have been continuously used as
military and intelligence animals. The most well-known example is that of the carrier
pigeon, but other unconventional animals, Night Flyers included, have earned their place in
history.
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After the attack on Pearl Harbour, Dental Surgeon Lytle Adams developed the
preposterous idea of using bats as bombers, since they were able to carry 3 times their own
weight. The American government accepted his idea, and then proceeded to capture and
quarantine thousands of flying rodents. After the quarantine period, an incendiary device
was surgically implanted on the loose skin of the bat’s underbelly. The bats were then put
into hibernation before the big drop. According to the source, most of them failed to wake
up, thwarting the revenge plan.
A second attempt was made with new technology to drop the bats awake, but it turns
out they are unwilling to participate in violent acts.
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Unlike bats, Eagle Owls are known for their swift attacks and their ferocity. As a
matter of fact, EOs eat bats, and they too are night flyers. This suggestion, however, is not to
use them as bombers, but as replacement of UAVs (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles), better
known as drones, specifically surveillance drones.
According to a source going by the initials BT, drones were developed to complete
missions that were either too dull, dirty or dangerous for humans. This is not a problem for
EOs because they like to make everything into an adventure, they don’t need to get dirty
(they are very elegant), and they love danger.
Drones possess different degrees of flying autonomy, and are flown either by remote
control (not autonomous), or by on-board computers (intermittently autonomous), while
EOs would be completely autonomous and much more efficient and elegant. Plus, they are
also softer.
In order for a flying robot to be considered a drone, its computer needs to have
Artificial Intelligence, it is part of its definition. EOs, however, have Real Intelligence, plus
they have cellular and muscular memory that has been gathering knowledge in their DNA
from the experience of millions of EOs throughout the history of the species.
Also, if drones were replaced by EOs, there would be no need for any more ground
control stations, which means they could be turned into preservation areas where owls and
other creatures could live, and the entire planet would benefit from this change.
Drones are either expendable or recoverable. The advantage of EOs is that they
consider themselves non-expendable, and will therefore always recover themselves, unless
they fly into electrical cables and electrocute themselves. Sources confirm this is known to
happen. On the plus side, EOs don’t let themselves get captured.
Eagle Owls cover an area of about 5 sq. km in one night, but they do so thoroughly,
being able to spot even the movements of lizards and small mice, while being able to engage
even foxes and small deer.
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In addition, the EOs possess several assets that would be very useful in the
replacement of drones, such as night vision, exceptional hearing and quiet flight, which
makes them particularly useful for surveilling in the dark.
And last but not least: aesthetically EOs are much prettier and graceful than drones,
and while drones come in many different models, there are over 20 species of EOs, that can
cater for any mission, not to mention that contrary to drones, every single individual bird
is unique on its own. Plus, the females are bigger and bolder, which would make for a nice
publicity turn if they ever got discovered.
The one main issue remaining is how to teach the EOs to communicate their findings,
but with only a third of the current budget invested in the development of drone
technology, it would be possible to set up a Morse Literacy Program for Service EOs. The
idea is to teach EOs Morse Code, or really any code (they could be multilingual) that they
can tap with their beaks upon their arrival from their mission (for a preliminary version of
the MLPSEO, please refer to Appendix A). EOs, like most birds, also learn from each other,
so the learning curve of an entire division would be very pronounced. A great advantage of
this program is that their messages would never be intercepted, making them a much safer
alternative to other methods of recovering surveillance information.
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For all the reasons above, I am making a special recommendation to the Intelligence
Service, to begin the immediate drafting of Eagle Owls as the first step towards the
complete replacement of UAVs or drones. At a later stage, it would be possible to replace
UCAVs (combatant UAVs) as well, but it is not recommended here because Owls are that
other thing with feathers, and just like ED’s, they should never stop — at all —.
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